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Crystals arise as a result of the breaking of a spatial translation symmetry. Similarly, periodically-driven systems host non-equilibrium
states when discrete symmetries in time are broken. These exotic phases are often referred to as time crystals. Here we introduce a
novel method to describe, characterize and explore the physical phenomena related to this new phase of matter using tools from graph
theory. This not only allows us to visualize time-crystalline order, but also to analyze features of the quantum system through the
analysis of graphs. As an example, we explore in detail the melting process of a 2T Discrete Time Crystal (2T -DTC) and describe it
in terms of the evolution of the associated graph structure. We show that during the melting process, the evolution of the network
exhibits an emergent preferential attachment mechanism, directly associated to the existence of scale-free networks. Thus our strategy
allows us to propose a new far-reaching application of time crystals as a quantum simulator of complex quantum networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Symmetries are of utmost importance in condensed matter
physics and statistical mechanics due to the strong relation be-
tween quantum phases of matter and symmetry breaking [1–
4]. Among the zoo of symmetry broken phases, discrete time
crystals (DTC) play a fundamental role on their own due to the
type of symmetry involved [5]. The time-crystalline phase,
analogous to “space” crystals, arises when time (instead of
space) translation symmetry is broken. The existence of quan-
tum time crystals was originally proposed by Wilczek [6], and
discrete version of time crystals can be realized periodically-
driven quantum systems [7–9]. It is in such cases that the sys-
tem dynamics exhibits a subharmonic response with respect
to the characteristic period of the drive caused by the synchro-
nization in time of the particles of a many-body system [5].
The exploration of time crystals is a very active field of
research and several experimental realizations with trapped
ions [10], dipolar spin impurities in diamond [11], and or-
dered dipolar many-body systems [12] have been achieved.
Yet an intuitive and complete insight of the nature of time-
crystals and its characterization, as well as a set of proposed
applications, is lacking. We here provide new tools based on
graph theory and statistical mechanics to fill this gap. We
propose a new strategy for the study and understanding of
time symmetry-broken phases and their related phenomena
[13, 14]. As an example, we characterize the time-crystalline
order and its melting.
Our approach allows us to identify perturbed time-crystals
as a novel physical platform where to simulate complex net-
works whose evolution is governed by preferential attachment
mechanisms [15, 16]. This type of networks, far from be-
ing regular or random, contains non-trivial topological struc-
tures present in many biological, social and technological sys-
tems. Small-world and scale-free networks are two of the
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most popular examples, the later being commonly character-
ized through power-law degree distributions that can be ex-
plained from the presence of a preferential attachment mech-
anism. The simulation of such networks has wide applica-
bility, ranging from the study and understanding of behaviors
present in communication or internet networks [17], the devel-
opment of new algorithms in deep learning [18], or the analy-
sis of genetic and neural structures in biological systems [19].
II. FLOQUET THEORY IN A NUTSHELL
The fundamentals of this work rely on the exploration
of the dynamics of driven many-body quantum systems de-
scribed by time-periodic Hamiltonians Hˆ(t + T ) = Hˆ(t),
with T = 2pi/ω being the period of that drive. Our ap-
proach builds from the calculation of the Floquet operator
Fˆ = Uˆ(T ) = T exp(−i ∫ T0 Hˆ(τ)dτ/~), which is the evolu-
tion operator within one period from time t = 0 to time
t = T [20–22] with T being the time ordering operator. In
Floquet theory, one wishes to solve the eigenvalue problem
Fˆ |Φs〉 = e−iλsT/~|Φs〉. The eigenvectors |Φs〉 are known as
Floquet states and −~ω/2 ≤ λs ≤ ~ω/2 are the quasienergies.
At discrete times tn = nT , the evolution can be understood
in terms of an effective “time-independent” Hamiltonian Hˆeff
such that Fˆ = e−iHˆeffT/~. This Hamiltonian is very relevant in
the context of Floquet engineering as it contains effective in-
teractions that are absent in equilibrium systems, allowing it
to be applied to quantum simulation problems [21, 23, 24].
III. DISCRETE TIME CRYSTALS OF PERIOD 2T
We now move to a well-known Period-2 Discrete Time
Crystal (2T-DTC) [10, 13] consisting of a one dimensional
chain with n spin-1/2 particles and governed by a time-
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2Figure 1. Obtaining the associated graph of a 2T -DTC. a, On the left, diagram of the 2T -DTC dynamics with no rotation error, . The
initial state (|Ψ(0)〉 = | ↑↑↑ ... ↑〉), represented with the green arrows pointing up, is recovered after two periods of the driving protocol. From
the first period, we obtain the unitary, U(T ), that will be used as the Floquet operator, Fˆ=0, to derive the effective Hamiltonian, Hˆeff=0,T . On
the right, fidelity of evolving state of an n = 8 sites 2T -DTC against its initial state, F(t) = |〈Ψ(0)|Ψ(t)〉|2 showing the 2T periodicity of the
dynamics. b, The effective Hamiltonian, Hˆeff=0,T , represented as a tight-binding matrix. Ei and Ki j are the energies of the |i〉 configuration (see
main text for full description) and transition energy between configurations |i〉 and | j〉, respectively. The right panel shows the entries of the
effective Hamiltonian matrix, where only the diagonal and anti-diagonal entries are non-zero. c, After applying the percolation rule to the
effective Hamiltonian we obtain an adjacency matrix, which is in turn represented as a graph with the nodes being each of the 2n configuration
basis set of the Hilbert space. In the right, for no rotation error, the crystal order of the 2T -DTC can be observed as 2n−1 decoupled dimers.
This crystalline order is present for crystals of other periodicity (as triangles for a 3T -DTC, squares for a 4T -DTC, etc.). Here, the elements
of each dimer are the configurations |i〉 and |2n − 1− i〉, which are related by a global pi rotation along the x-axis. All the nodes with same color
have the same number of domain walls with the colormap gradient going from dark blue (0 domain walls) to dark red (n − 1 domain walls).
dependent Hamiltonian with period T = T1 + T2,
Hˆ(t) =
Hˆ1 ≡ ~g (1 − )
∑
l σ
x
l 0 < t < T1
Hˆ2 ≡ ~∑lm Jzlmσzlσzm + ~∑l Bzlσzl T1 < t < T2 .
(1)
Here {σxl , σyl , σzl } are the usual Pauli operators on the l-th
spin, Jzlm ≡ J0/|l − m|α is the long-range interaction between
spins l,m, and Bzl ∈ [0,W] is a random longitudinal field.
The parameter g satisfies the condition 2gT1 = pi such that
Uˆ1 = exp
(
−iHˆ1T1/~
)
becomes a global pi pulse around the
x-axis, with a rotation error  also introduced. The Floquet
operator is then given by:
Fˆ = Uˆ(T ) = exp
(
− i
~
Hˆ2T2
)
exp
(
− i
~
Hˆ1T1
)
. (2)
Crucially, the Floquet operator depends on the error , which
determines how the time crystal will melt. In our work, we
choose α = 1.51, J0T2 = 0.06 with a disorder strength WT2 =
pi, which are similar values used in the recent experiment [10].
The key feature of this unitary evolution is that at each period
T , as shown in Fig. 1.a, the system evolves between the states
| ↑↑ · · · ↑〉 and | ↓↓ · · · ↓〉, when the state is initialized at one of
these two. This periodic evolution is robust against moderate
errors  in Hˆ1.
IV. FLOQUET GRAPHS
Let us now introduce the concept of a Floquet graph as
the graphical representation of the effective Hamiltonian, Hˆeff,T
[25], obtained as Hˆeff,T = i~/T log[Fˆ]. By shifting to the graph
theory framework, we can provide a visual and intuitive un-
derstanding of the system and use its well-established tools
to understand physical phenomena. We discuss the applica-
tion of percolation to unveil the complex dynamics of time-
crystals, even though such ideas can be widely applicable to
any periodically-driven (Floquet) system.
The effective Hamiltonian, Hˆeff,T , is defined on a finite and
discrete Hilbert space (dimension NH ), and can be written as
a tight-binding model using the configuration basis states {|i〉},
as
Hˆeff,T =
∑
i
Ei|i〉〈i| +
∑
i, j
Ki j|i〉〈 j| =
∑
s
λs|Φs〉〈Φs|, (3)
where Ei is the energy of configuration |i〉, and Ki j is the tran-
3Figure 2. Melting of a 2T -DTC using Hˆeff,T . a, Graph representation obtained obtained from Hˆ
eff
,T with n = 8 sites and a rotation error of
 = 0.012 with the nodes corresponding to configurations basis set of the Hilbert space color coded according to the number of domain walls
of the corresponding state (see colormap). For moderate levels of error the nodes attach to each other according to their number of domain
walls: nodes with same or similar number of domain walls are closer in energy; the error lifts the degeneracies present in the spectrum and
new transitions between close states appear. This can also be observed in the effective Hamiltonian matrix of panel b with the basis ordered
in increasing number of domain walls and delimited by the coloured squares. As the nodes start to cluster due to the presence of error, some
non-zero off-diagonal terms appear in the centre of the matrix, both inside the same region of 3 domain walls and between 3 and 4 domain
walls regions. For this level of error, some dimers survive (see top-right corner of panel a), serving as good indication of the robustness of
the system and meaning that the crystal order is still present. In panel c, the degree distributions of the corresponding graph of panel a with
different system sizes (n = 8 − 12) averaged over 100 realizations of disorder are shown in both linear and logarithmic scale (see inset), which
display heavy-tailed distributions. The distributions are fitted with a power-law curve (solid-lines in the inset), indicating the presence of large
degree hub nodes. d, Graph representation obtained from Hˆeff,T with n = 8 sites and a rotation error of  = 0.1 with the nodes color coded
according to the number of domain walls of the corresponding state (see colormap). e, Effective Hamiltonian matrix of a 2T -DTC with n = 8
sites and a rotation error of  = 0.1. As we increase the error, the system collapses into a single cluster with high connectivity. This can be seen
from the appearance of many new off-diagonal entries in the Hamiltonian matrix as well as the the presence of a giant component in the graph.
In this scenario, the time crystal has melted completely and no crystal order is left (no presence of isolated dimers). The degree distributions,
shown in f, also indicates that the heavy-tailed nature is destroyed, and the degree distributions are well approximated to a normal distribution.
sition energy between configurations |i〉 and | j〉 (see Fig. 1.b).
The Floquet states |Φs〉 are linear combinations of the con-
figurations |i〉. In general, the quasienergies λs are compli-
cated functions of the parameters Ei and Ki j. In this work,
we consider a system with n spin-1/2 particles and the con-
figurations {|i〉} with i = 0, 1, . . . , 2n − 1 can be chosen as the
NH = 2n elements of the computational basis, i.e. the prod-
uct states of the eigenstates of σzl . In general, any configura-
tion can be written as |i〉 = (σ+1 ) j1 · · · (σ+n ) jn | ↓↓ · · · ↓〉, where
i = ( j1 j2 . . . jn)2 is the binary decomposition of the integer
i and σ+l | ↓〉l = | ↑〉l. By using this notation, the states are
denoted as |0〉 = | ↓↓ · · · ↓〉 and |2n−1〉 = | ↑↑ · · · ↑〉. The
configurations satisfy the relation |2n − 1 − i〉 = σx1σx2 · · ·σxn|i〉
and will constitute the 2n nodes of the graph. In addition,
such nodes will be linked according to a percolation rule [26],
where a non-weighted edge is considered to be active between
4Figure 3. Melting of a 2T -DTC using Hˆeff,2T . a, Graph representation obtained from Hˆ
eff
,2T with n = 8 sites and a rotation error of  = 0.012
with the nodes corresponding to configurations basis set of the Hilbert space color coded according to the number of domain walls of the
corresponding state (see colormap). For none or moderate levels of error, the nodes are decoupled or forming clusters of small size. In b, we
present the effective Hamiltonian Hˆeff,2T that presents mainly diagonal terms. For moderate levels of error the nodes form small clusters. Again,
they attach to each other according to their number of domain walls. In panel c, the degree distributions of the corresponding graph of panel a
with different system sizes (n = 8 − 12) averaged over 100 realizations of disorder are shown in both linear and logarithmic scale (see inset),
fitted with a Poisson distribution. This indicates that the corresponding graph is a random graph with low connectivity. d, Graph representation
obtained from Hˆeff,2T with n = 8 and a rotation error of  = 0.1. As we increase the error, the system forms a larger, highly-connected cluster.
e, This can be seen from the increasing magnitude of the off-diagonal entries in the effective Hamiltonian matrix as well as the presence of a
giant component in the graph. In this scenario, the time crystal has melted completely. f, The degree distributions are well approximated to a
Poisson distribution in the lower degree region, which is the characteristic of highly connected random networks.
nodes i and j only if the condition
|E j − Ei| < |Ki j| (4)
is satisfied. This rule eliminates the off-resonant transitions,
allowing to effectively visualize the significant transitions in
the Hamiltonian.
In order to clarify the percolation on the graph, we define
clusters as subsets of nodes which are connected with a path.
The graph is percolated when all nodes belong to a single clus-
ter [27]. We want to stress that the nodes represent many-
body states |i〉 and not physical spin sites l, so the graph spans
through the full Hilbert –configuration– space (see Fig. 1.c).
This percolation rule was proven to be useful to detect many-
body localization to thermal phase transitions in undriven spin
systems [26].
V. TIME CRYSTAL GRAPHS
Under the framework of Floquet graphs, the dynamics of
the described 2T -DTC can now be investigated. The effective
Hamiltonian Hˆeff,T derived from Eq. (2) can be represented as
a graph using the percolation rule from Eq. (4). The struc-
ture of the graph when  = 0 presents decoupled dimers (two
connected nodes), a signature of 2T -DTCs crystals, as shown
in the example presented in Fig. 1.c. We note that this vi-
5sual characterization of the crystal time order is not unique of
2T -DTC and can be extrapolated to crystals of different pe-
riodicity. For example, 3T -DTC presents decoupled trimers;
4T -DTC presents decoupled tetragons, and so on. Our results
hence reveal that, in the case of 2T -DTCs and in the absence
of error, there are decoupled two-dimensional subspaces. For
example if there is an active link between the configurations
|0〉 and |2n − 1〉 defined above, there is an energy gap ~pi/T
between the quasienergies λ0 and λ2n−1. The corresponding
Floquet states are given by |Φ0〉 ≈ (|0〉 + |2n − 1〉)/
√
2 and
|Φ2n−1〉 ≈ (|0〉 − |2n − 1〉)/
√
2, which are maximally entangled
GHZ states. The same behaviour is observed for other con-
figurations, |i〉 and |2n − 1 − i〉, as all the paired Floquet states
|Φi〉, |Φ2n−1−i〉 have an energy difference of ~pi/T [9].
VI. MELTING OF THE 2T -DTC
Consider now the case where our system is initialised to
|ψ(0)〉 = |2n−1〉 = | ↑↑ · · · ↑〉 [10]. This state is a superposition
of Floquet states, |ψ(0)〉 ≈ (|Φ0〉 − |Φ2n−1〉)/
√
2 and in the
graph is represented as a dimer between the nodes |0〉 and |2n−
1〉. Such a dimer remains decoupled and isolated for modest
levels of error (up to a ∼3% error in the rotation added as a
non-zero value of  in Hˆ1, see supplementary video). In Fig. 2
we present the effect of moderate ( = 0.012) and large ( =
0.1) levels of rotation errors  for a 2T -DTC graph with n = 8
spins. When the error increases there are couplings between
the different subspaces and larger clusters appear in the graph
(Fig. 2.a). If we keep increasing the error, the crystal will melt
and its associated graph will take the form of a single highly
–percolated– connected cluster (Fig. 2.d). The presence/no
presence of such a dimer indicates whether the system is still
in a crystalline phase or, otherwise, has been melted. This
demonstrates how our graph strategy, among other things, can
track the robustness of the system in a very visual and intuitive
manner. Importantly, we note that not all dimers show the
same robustness, and some of them survive to higher error
values. This, in fact, allows us to identify the most convenient
state initialization: the initial state corresponding to one of the
configurations of the most robust dimer will make the crystal
phase last longer.
VII. CONSERVED QUANTITIES
Let us now analyze what factors are determinant in the ro-
bustness of each pair of configurations or, alternatively, how
they cluster as the crystal melts. With our system represented
as a graph, we can now focus on how to interpret its structural
properties in terms of conserved quantities. To do so, it is of
fundamental importance to note that the system is switching
stroboscopically between two configurations, |i〉 and |2n−1−i〉.
If we prepare the system in a symmetry broken state and ob-
serve the system every two periods (2T ), the system will effec-
tively remain in a manifold of states with a fixed quasienergy.
For no error, the graph will be formed by decoupled single
nodes. In that sense, if we sample the dynamics every two
periods, the system is in an effective equilibrium state deter-
mined by conserved quantities that are defined stroboscopi-
cally. Now let us construct the conserved quantities in the ab-
sence of error and show how they are destroyed when clusters
in the graph are formed (Fig. 3).
To calculate the conserved quantities, let us consider the
square of the Floquet operator of Eq. (2), where Hˆeff,2T is
the effective Hamiltonian now over two periods (Hˆeff,2T =
i~/2T log[Fˆ 2 ]). In that stroboscopic framework (2T ), the Flo-
quet operator for no error can be reduced to the following ex-
pression:
Fˆ 2=0 = exp
−2iT2 ∑
lm
Jzlmσ
z
lσ
z
m
 . (5)
In the absence of error,  = 0, the disorder cancels
out exactly and the effective Hamiltonian reads Hˆeff=0,2T =
~/2
∑
lm J
z
lmσ
z
lσ
z
m. Despite its apparent simplicity, the effective
Hamiltonian contains very relevant information. In particu-
lar, it preserves the total number of domain walls of the basis
states Nˆ = ∑l(1−σzlσzl+1) and parity Πˆ = exp[ipi/2 ∑l=1(σxl +
1)] such that [Hˆeff=0,2T , Nˆ] = [Hˆeff=0,2T , Πˆ] = 0. Therefore our
conserved quantities are classified according to parity and the
total number of domain walls. If we prepare the system in
the initial state |ψ(0)〉 = |2n − 1〉, the system will remain
stroboscopically within the symmetry multiplet with period-
2 quasienergy λ2T1 = ~/2
∑
lm J
z
lm and zero domains walls
〈Nˆ〉 = 0. As shown in Fig. 1.c, in the absence of error, all
the dimers conserve the number of domain walls (represented
as a colormap) and their quasienergies. The aforementioned
initial state, however, breaks the spatial parity symmetry Πˆ,
which leads to a non-zero value of the correlation function
〈σzl (τ)〉 = 〈ψ(0)|σzl (τ)σzl (0)|ψ(0)〉 , 0, as observed in the ex-
periment [10].
VIII. BREAKING SYMMETRIES
For zero error, the 2n quasienergies are local integrals of
motion and the Hilbert space can be classified by using the
symmetries that preserve the aforementioned conserved quan-
tities. In turn, the effective Hamiltonian Hˆeff,2T is block diag-
onal (see Fig. 3.b) with n sub-blocks given by the conserva-
tion of the number of domain walls. In the absence of error
( = 0), and after 2T , one can find a classical quasienergy
surface in phase space associated to the effective Hamiltonian
Hˆeff=0,2T . The idea is to represent the spins as vectors in a three-
dimensional space. By using polar coordinates, one can derive
the classical Hamiltonian in a n-dimensional phase space
Heff=0,2T (θ1, θ2, . . . , θn) =
1
2
∑
lm
Jzlm cos θl cos θm , (6)
where θl is the polar angle. From this one can show that spin
configurations with zero domain walls such as θ1 = θ2 = . . . =
θn are stable fixed points. Contrary to this, if a spin configu-
ration has non-zero number of domain walls, it is an unstable
6fixed point. If we consider the effect of the error, the system is
far from the classical limit and quantum effects are dominant.
To investigate this, we use the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff for-
mula to obtain, up to a first order approximation, the effective
Hamiltonian for a non-zero value of :
Hˆeff,2T =
~
2
∑
lm
Jzlmσ
z
lσ
z
m −
~g
4
∑
l
[(cos (BlT ) + 1)σxl
+ sin (BlT )σ
y
l ] . (7)
This allows us to understand how  destroys the symmetries
by coupling different symmetry multiplets. This can be ob-
served from Fig. 3.b-e, as off-diagonal entries start populat-
ing the effective Hamiltonian matrix due to the error. This
situation resembles the Kolmogorov-Arnold-Moser (KAM)
theory in classical mechanics, which describes how invariant
tori are broken in phase space under the effect of perturba-
tions [28], with our perturbation being . First of all, the
transverse field term −~g/4 ∑l sin (BlT )σyl breaks the par-
ity symmetry. Most importantly, the transverse field term
−~g/4 ∑l(cos (BlT )+1)σxl , while preserving parity, melts the
ferromagnetic order and breaks the conservation of the num-
ber of domain walls. One of the most interesting aspects of
our work is the striking similarity with KAM theory in clas-
sical systems: an small perturbation can destroy integrals of
motion [28]. The most fragile integrals of motion are periodic
unstable orbits in phase space as discussed in the context of
Eq. (6). This explains the robustness of the time crystal and
how clusters form in the graph, as we increase the error. The
time crystal is robust against small errors because the last in-
tegral of motion that is destroyed by the perturbation is the
configuration with the lowest number of domain walls: this
is, |Ψ(0)〉 = |2n − 1〉 (see darkest blue dimer on the top-right
corner of Fig. 2.a).
IX. PREFERENTIAL ATTACHMENT
Let us now put the focus on the network topology for mod-
erate levels of rotation error ( ∼ 0.012). In the previous sec-
tion we have seen that the quantum terms that appear in Eq. (7)
break the conservation of number of domain walls. The error
lifts the degeneracies present in the spectrum and new transi-
tions between close states appear. In terms of the graph, the
nodes with the same or similar number of domain walls con-
nect following a preferential attachment mechanism. As most
nodes in the network have n/2 or n/2 − 1 (n: even) number of
domain walls, and they have very close quasienergies, these
nodes easily connect to each other with a small value of error.
This leads to the appearance of the large degree hub nodes as
well as the heavy tailed degree distributions shown in Fig. 2.c.
The tail of these distributions can be fit to a power law dis-
tribution, which is the characteristic of scale-free networks.
Following Clauset et al.’s recommendations [29], we further
test the goodness of fit of the power law against the lognormal
distribution for each of these distributions, and observe that
the power law favours over the lognormal distribution.
Figure 4. The average degree of the graph obtained from Hˆeff,T with
n = 8 sites, plotted against the error . The nodes are distinguished
by their number of domain walls, and averaged individually for each
values of domain walls, as well as averaging over 100 realizations
of disorder. Notice that some of the curves exhibit a local maximum
approximately between 0.01 <  < 0.03. This is exactly the range
in which we observe the scale-free behavior emerging in our system.
Comparing each curves also confirms that the states with lower num-
ber of domain walls are more robust against the error in a sense that
they have lower degrees.
In addition, exploring the behaviour of the average degree
of the graph obtained from Hˆeff,T further captures the existence
of the preferential attachment mechanism and the non-trivial
melting process of the 2T -DTC. From Fig. 4, we can confirm
that the nodes with 5 or 6 domain walls (where the n = 8 case
is considered here) tend to acquire neighbours preferentially
and have more degree already from a small error  < 0.02.
This is the region where we can observe the scale-free be-
haviour emerging. When the error is increased, the prefer-
ential behaviour becomes weaker, and eventually most of the
nodes tend to have large degree, closer to the structure of ran-
dom networks, which indicates the crystal has melted.
This behaviour not only has consequences for the dynamics
of the time crystals but can also be used to perform quantum
simulation of networks with exotic properties such as scale-
free-like ones [16]. Note that the scale-free-like networks
shown in Fig. 2 are only observed in the effective Hamilto-
nian obtained from single period Hˆeff,T and not in the one from
two periods Hˆeff,2T , which shows Poisson distributions, typical
for random networks [16, 30]. We can understand this from
the fact that the error induces local operations in the effective
Hamiltonian Hˆeff,2T up to a first-order approximation as shown
in Eq. (7), which limits the number of allowed transitions. On
the other hand, the off-diagonal terms of Hˆeff,T contains non-
local terms, which allows some states to have transitions to
a large fraction of states in the Hilbert space. This indicates
that non-local terms are necessary in order to simulate such
scale-free-like networks.
7X. CONCLUSIONS
Our approach of representing discrete time crystals in terms
of graphs is key to understand the structure of such an ex-
otic phase of matter and to envisage prospective applications.
We explicitly show that by translating a 2T -DTC into a graph
theory language we can study in detail how the crystal or-
der disappears as an increasing error melts the time crystal.
Among others, it allowed us to identify the crucial role sym-
metries and conserved quantities play in the resilience of the
crystal, by observing the preferential attachment mechanism
present in the formation of clusters. Crucially, the nature of
the obtained graphs for moderate levels of error suggests that
such systems could be used as scale-free-like network sim-
ulators, giving rise to a novel application of such devices in
the field of complex networks. Importantly, because our net-
works span the configuration space, such simulation could
be done with moderate numbers of qubits and thus available
noisy intermediate-scale quantum (NISQ) platforms (ranging
from ion traps to superconducting qubit chips) could be used
for its implementation. Future work will include further inves-
tigation and characterization on the nature of these networks
as well as the study of additional phenomena present in time
crystals in terms of graphs. We believe that the use of this
formalism will lead not only to a more complete and deep un-
derstanding of discrete time crystals and their related phenom-
ena, but also be very advantageous in the study of periodically
driven quantum systems.
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8METHODS
A. Floquet theory: Percolation rule and graph structure
One of the main tools used in our work is the percolation rule, which establishes when there is a link between two nodes of
a graph representing the effective Hamiltonian. In this section we explain in detail the motivation of the percolation rule and its
interpretation in terms of Floquet theory. In order to have an intuitive picture of the percolation rule, let us consider only two
configurations |i〉 and | j〉 with energies Ei and E j in the absence of drive, respectively. For simplicity, let us assume that the drive
induces transitions only between the aforementioned configurations. Within the two-state approximation, the Hamiltonian from
Eq.(1) reads:
Hˆ(t) =
Hˆ1 ≡ ~g (1 − ) (|i〉〈 j| + | j〉〈i|) 0 < t < T1Hˆ2 ≡ Ei|i〉〈i| + E j| j〉〈 j| T1 < t < T2 . (8)
In general, the transitions occur when the driving is resonant with the energy level spacing between two configurations, i.e.,
when E j − Ei = ~mω, where m is an integer and ω = 2pi/T is the frequency of the drive. Therefore, when the drive is switched
on, the quasienergies λs1 and λs2 corresponding to the energies Ei and E j, exhibit an anticrossing [20]. In the language of Floquet
theory, the latter is referred to as a m-photon resonance because the quasienergies are defined modulo ω.
If we restrict ourselves to the configurations |i〉 and | j〉, the effective Hamiltonian can be written as
Hˆeff,T = Ei|i〉〈i| + E j| j〉〈 j| + Ki j|i〉〈 j| + K ji| j〉〈i| = λs1 |Φs1〉〈Φs1 | + λs2 |Φs2〉〈Φs2 | . (9)
From this we can see that the energy gap for the quasienergies scales as δλ = |λs1 − λs2 | =
√
(Ei − E j)2 + (Ki j)2. In addition,
we can derive the expressions for the eigenstates |Φs1〉 = cos θi j|i〉 + sin θi j| j〉 and |Φs2〉 = − sin θi j|i〉 + cos θi j| j〉, where cos θi j =|Ei − E j|/δλ and sin θi j = |Ki j|/δλ. The percolation rule |E j − Ei| < |Ki j| from Eq. (4) implies that when the link between the i-th
and j-th nodes is active, the Floquet states |Φs1〉 and |Φs2〉 with quasienergies λs1 and λs2 are delocalized in the basis |i〉 and | j〉.
On the contrary, if the percolation rule is violated, i.e., |E j − Ei| > |Ki j|, the Floquet states are localized and no link between the
i-th and j-th nodes is drawn in the graph.
B. Power law fitting of the degree distributions
Here we explain how the degree distributions of the graphs obtained from the effective Hamiltonian of the 2T -DTC can be
fit to a power law function p(k) ∝ k−β. We have followed the method by Clauset et al. [29]. First, the degree distributions P(k)
are obtained by measuring log-binned histograms of the degrees k of the graph. We have obtained the distributions from 100
realizations of the graph with different disorder values for statistical convergence. Generally, the power law behaviour is observed
in the large degree tail of the distribution rather than the entire domain. Therefore, we estimate the lower bound k = kmin where
the best power law fit can be obtained. This is done by estimating the power law exponent β by applying maximum likelihood
method on a certain portion k ≥ kcutoff of the distribution. Once the exponent is estimated, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov distance
between the distribution and the fit is computed. We compute this with various kcutoff > 0 and the kmin is chosen at the kcutoff
where the Kolmogorov-Smirnov distance is minimized. Once the kmin and β is estimated, we examine the goodness of fit of the
power law using a comparative test. We consider an alternative probability distribution function that may be good fit for our
data, and apply a likelihood ratio test between the power law and the alternative function. Here we chose the lognormal function
as the alternative, which is another heavy-tailed function. From this comparative test, we conclude that the power law function
well describes the degree distributions of our graphs.
